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Abstract 
  

The course project for ELE 361 for the Summer 2018 semester required the 

implementation and analysis of various modulation schemes through MATLAB. The objective 

of the project is to provide a deeper comprehension into the structure and functioning of analog 

communication systems. This is achieved through an emphasis on modulation schemes 

inclusive of Amplitude Modulation and Frequency Modulation. The aforementioned 

technologies form one of the most crucial components of modern analog communication 

systems such as the radio, and are widely used in practice for the same purpose. The project 

report details the implementation of the modulation schemes in addition to the superheterodyne 

receiver, which is the de facto standard for analog receivers in the industry. This is achieved 

through a background section that provides the prerequisite knowledge, followed by the 

provision of the MATLAB code that was used to implement the systems. The results of the 

codes are displayed in the Results section, and inferences that are gained from the observations 

of the experiments are discussed. The report concludes with comments regarding the analysis 

of the systems. 
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Problem Statement 

PART I (60 Points) 

The file music.mat contains a baseband audio message signal x sampled at 176.4 kHz. 

Perform the following for a carrier frequency of 30 kHz: 

1. Generate a DSB-SC modulated version of the message signal. 

2. Generate a DSB-LC modulated version of the message signal with 𝜇 = 0.5. Note that this 

message is not symmetric. 

3. Generate a USB modulated version of the message signal. 

4. Generate an FM version of the message signal for 𝛽 = 0.35. You can use the built-in 

MATLAB commands for doing the FM modulation.  

5. For each of the signals above: 

a) Add random noise with Gaussian distribution using the MATLAB built-in 

command awgn. Choose different values for the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): infinity 

(no noise), 30 dB, 20 dB, 10 dB, 5 dB, and 0 dB. You need to check the help to see 

how to properly use this command. 

b) Implement the appropriate demodulation scheme (You can use the built-in 

MATLAB functions in the case of FM demodulation). Listen to the audio (using the 

MATLAB command audioplayer), comment on the effect of noise on the audio you 

listen to for each modulation type and for each SNR value.  

6. For the DSB-SC signal generated above, use coherent detection with: a) A phase error of 

0°,  30°, 60° and 90°. In each case, listen to the demodulated audio and record your 

observations. b) A frequency deviation of 300, 500, 1000 and 2500 Hz. In each case, listen to 

the demodulated audio and record your observations.  

 

 

PART II (40 points) 
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The file radio.mat contains a vector x_tx that consists of 8 DSB-SC modulated radio 

signals numbered from 0 to 7. The channel center frequencies (𝑓𝑐 ) range from 150 kHz to 

710 kHz and the sampling frequency used is 1.4994 MHz. Each group of students is required 

to demodulate the channel number 𝑔 ∈ {0,1, … 4} where 𝑔 is the group number, using the 

superheterodyne receiver architecture with an IF frequency of 50 kHz. This can be 

accomplished using the following steps: 

1. Generate a wideband RF filter centered at fc with an appropriate bandwidth.  

2. Process x through this filter to generate an output signal y.  

3. Down convert the spectrum of y by mixing it with an oscillator at frequency 𝑓𝐿𝑂  =  𝑓𝑐  +

 𝑓𝐼𝐹 to generate an output signal z.  

4. Select the frequency difference signal and down sample z using the following code: [b,a] = 

butter(10, 100e3/(fs/2)); z = downsample(filter(b, a, z), 3); fs = fs/3; where fs is the sampling 

frequency used.  

5. Generate a narrowband IF filter centered at fIF with appropriate bandwidth based on your 

observations. 

6. Process z through this filter to generate an output signal s.  

7. Recover the desired signal, listen to it and write one statement explaining the information 

in your radio station. 
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Background  

Introduction 

 The social, cultural and economic impacts of the developments of electronics and 

communication is evident in today’s world. It is near impossible to imagine a world without 

telephony, mobiles, broadcast systems such as radio and TV among others. This illustrates how 

integral the field of communications is to the life of the common person. This is a journey that 

dates back not too long ago, with the development of transistors and semiconductor 

electronics[1] in the mid-twentieth century, innovations paved the way for continuous 

improvements in technology that eventually led to the revolution that shaped our lives to be 

what they are today in terms of connectivity.  

 Essentially. Communication systems are broadly classified as analog or digital 

depending on the nature with which the messages and signals are transmitted and received. 

Each system consists of a transmitter and receiver, interlinked by a channel that allows the 

transmission of this data. The channel may or may not be wireless, and each system is 

accompanied by its own advantages and disadvantages[2].  

 

Analog and Digital Messages 

 An Analog message is one that is continuous in time and does take infinitely many 

values of voltage. On the other hand, a digital message is one which is discretized not just in 

time through sampling, but also has finitely many choices of voltage levels that it can choose 

from. Most natural signals are inherently analog, inclusive of our voice. Digital 

communications require the conversion from analog to digital through sampling, quantization 

and encoding[2][3]. However, analog systems d not face such a situation. This project deals with 

the case of analog systems and extensively studies modulation and demodulation schemes 

through MATLAB implementation.  

 Additionally, the structure of a superheterodyne analog receiver is implemented in Part 

II of the report. Its working is verified through sounding the required signals using MATLAB 

commands. 

Components of a Communication System 

As mentioned previously, a communication system is made up of three main parts; 

transmitter, channel and receiver. The transmitter is where the electronic processing is done to 
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convert the input signal into a deliverable signal so that it can be transmitted over the channel. 

The channel is the path way between the transmitter and a receiver. This could be a guided 

channel such as a wire or an open channel just like air. Within the channel, we have a carrier 

that carries the signal from the transmitter to the receiver. At the channel the signal is 

susceptible to noise distortion and interference, which can cause to lose of data in the 

transmitted signal. At the end of the system is where we have our receiver. The receiver 

converts the signal back to its original form so that the information in it can be extracted[2][3]. 

The process of conversion in the system is called modulation and demodulation. The 

modulation occurs at the transmitter whereas demodulation occurs at the receiver. In analog 

communication, we have two types of modulations, amplitude modulation and angle 

modulation. 

Amplitude Modulation 

Amplitude modulation is a form of signal conversion where the input signal is stored 

on the amplitude of the carrier. As the input signal changes, the amplitude of the carrier also 

changes proportionally. One of the methods of amplitude modulation is the DSB-SC 

(Suppressed Carrier). The equation shows that the carrier’s signals amplitude is directly 

proportional to the value of the information signal 

 

Equation 1: Amplitude Modulation 

There are other forms of modulation that include DSB-LC, SSB-SC (Single Sided 

Band), SSB-LC, each having their own system and mathematical equation. 

Angle modulation 

 The second type of modulation is angle modulation. In this process we do not store 

the information signal in the amplitude, but we store it in the frequency of the signal. There 

are two methods of angle modulation, the first being frequency modulation (FM) and the 

other is phase modulation (PM). 

 

Equation 2: Angle Modulation 
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Both types of modulation are similar, but the value 𝜙(𝑡) is not the same for both 

methods. 

Amplitude and angle modulation are still being used today, but we find angle 

modulation to be most commonly used in radios. This is due to the fact that angle modulated 

signals are more immune to noise compared to amplitude modulation signal, which provides 

a high fidelity in case of music transmitted wirelessly to the radio. 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) 

 Modulation clearly involves a high frequency component that is introduced through 

the carrier frequency. Further, this high frequency component serves two main purposes: 

1. Reduction in the Size of Antenna: Antenna size is directly proportional to a fraction 

of the wavelength which depends inversely on the frequency. Therefore, higher 

frequency implies smaller size of antenna 

2. Frequency Division Multiplexing: This is the process by which multiple signals are 

allowed to simultaneously coexist in the channel. The idea is that each message is 

allotted a specific band in which it operates. This is exploited in the superheterodyne 

receiver as explained below: 

Superheterodyne Receiver 

 The superheterodyne receiver is essentially an architecture that was proposed to 

receive signals and demodulate them. It involves an RF stage which kills the image 

frequency, followed by a down-conversion stage where highly selective band pass filters can 

be introduced to reject neighboring frequencies of the band of interest. This is exactly 

implemented as is in Part II of the report. 
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Project Code 
This part of the report is structured as follows. The Code for Part I and Part II are provided 

individually as is, so that the reader may copy paste the same into MATLAB if required. Utmost 

care has been taken to comment out the code wherever possible to make the code easy to follow. 

Figures are marked out in the code with numbers. However, the figures themselves are 

provided immediately after the code. Each figure is referenced the same number as in the code 

itself for easy referring.  

Part I: MODULATION AND DEMODULATION SCHEMES 

%%  CODE for Part I of Project for ELE 361 (U2018) 

  

%%  The code is divided into the following steps: 

%   Step 0:   Load File and Extract Information 

%   Step I:   Generate DSB-SC Modulated Version of Signal 

%   Step II:  Generate DSB-LC Modulated Version of Signal 

%   Step III: Generate USB Modulated Version of Signal 

%   Step IV:  Generate FM Modulated Version of Signal 

%   Step V:   Analysis in presence of noise 

%   Step VI:  Demodulation 

%   Step VII: Demodulation with Phase / Frequency Error 

  

%%  Step 0: Load File and Extract Information 

 

%0.A: Loading Files 

load music.mat                      %Loads x and fs 

ts = 1/fs;                          %Sampling Interval 

fc = 30*10^3;                       %Carrier Frequency 

t = 0:ts:(length(x)-1)*ts;          %Time Axis 

f = linspace(-fs/2,fs/2,length(x)); %Frequency Axis 

X = fftshift(fft(x)); 

  

%0.B: Plotting the Baseband Signal (For Later Reference) 

figure(1); 

subplot(2,1,1) 

    plot(f,abs(X)); 

    xlabel('f'); ylabel('$X(f)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('Baseband Signal: Magnitude Spectrum'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

subplot(2,1,2) 

    plot(t,x); 

    xlabel('t'); ylabel('$x(t)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('Baseband Signal: Time Domain'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 
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%%  Step I: Generating DSB-SC Signal 

  

%I.A: Implementing the Modulation 

x_dsb_sc = x.*cos(2*pi*fc*t);       %Time Domain 

X_DSB_SC = fftshift(fft(x_dsb_sc)); %Frequency Domain 

  

%I.B: Plotting the Signal and Spectrum 

figure(2); 

subplot(2,1,1) 

    plot(f,abs(X_DSB_SC)); 

    xlabel('f'); ylabel('$X_{DSB-

SC}(f)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('DSB-SC: Magnitude Spectrum'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

subplot(2,1,2) 

    plot(t,x_dsb_sc); 

    xlabel('t'); ylabel('$x_{DSB-

SC}(t)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('DSB-SC: Time Domain'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

%%  Step II. Generating DSB-LC Signal 

  

%II.A: Implementing the Modulation 

A = 1.4864; %Found separately as A = vpa(solve((max(x)-

min(x))/(2*A+max(x)+min(x)) == 0.5, A),5)  

x_dsb_lc = (A + x).*cos(2*pi*fc*t); 

X_DSB_LC = fftshift(fft(x_dsb_lc)); 

  

  

%II.B: Plotting the Signal and Spectrum 

figure(3); 

subplot(2,1,1) 

    plot(f,abs(X_DSB_LC)); 

    xlabel('f'); ylabel('$X_{DSB-

LC}(f)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('DSB-LC: Magnitude Spectrum ($\mu = 

0.5$)','Interpreter','latex'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

subplot(2,1,2) 

    plot(t,x_dsb_lc); 

    xlabel('t'); ylabel('$x_{DSB-

LC}(t)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('DSB-LC: Time Domain ($\mu = 

0.5$)','Interpreter','latex'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

    ylim([-3 3]); 
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%%  Step III: Generating the USB Signal 

  

%III.A: Implementing the Modulation 

  

x_usb = x.*cos(2*pi*fc*t)-imag(hilbert(x)).*sin(2*pi*fc*t); 

%Formula for time domain usb 

X_USB = fftshift(fft(x_usb)); 

  

%III.B: Plotting the Signal and Spectrum 

figure(4); 

subplot(2,1,1) 

    plot(f,abs(X_USB)); 

    xlabel('f'); ylabel('$X_{USB}(f)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('USB: Magnitude Spectrum'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

subplot(2,1,2) 

    plot(t,x_usb); 

    xlabel('t'); ylabel('$x_{USB}(t)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('USB: Time Domain'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

     

%%  Step IV: Generating the FM Modulated Signal 

  

%IV.A: Implementing the Modulation (ANALYTICALLY) 

beta = 0.35;  

bw_msg = 2.5*10^4; %From Spectrum of X  

Kf = (beta*bw_msg*2*pi)/(max(x)); %Calculating Kf 

  

x_fm = cos(2*pi*fc*t+Kf*(cumtrapz(x)/fs)); %Time Domain FM 

Signal 

X_FM = fftshift(fft(x_fm)); %Frequency Spectrum 

  

%IV.B: Plotting the Signal and Spectrum 

figure(5); 

subplot(2,1,1) 

    plot(f,abs(X_FM)); 

    xlabel('f'); ylabel('$X_{FM}(f)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('FM: Magnitude Spectrum'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

subplot(2,1,2) 

    plot(t,x_fm); 

    xlabel('t'); ylabel('$x_{FM}(t)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('FM: Time Domain'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR;  

  

%%  Step V: Analysis in Presence of Noise 

SNR_dB = [30 20 10 5 0]; 

  

%V.A: Creating Matrix of Noisy Data 
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dsb_sc_noisy = zeros(length(SNR_dB),length(x_dsb_sc)); 

dsb_lc_noisy = zeros(length(SNR_dB),length(x_dsb_lc)); 

usb_noisy = zeros(length(SNR_dB),length(x_usb)); 

fm_noisy = zeros(length(SNR_dB),length(x_fm)); 

  

for i = 1:length(SNR_dB) 

    dsb_sc_noisy(i,:) = awgn(x_dsb_sc,SNR_dB(i),'measured'); 

    dsb_lc_noisy(i,:) = awgn(x_dsb_lc,SNR_dB(i),'measured'); 

    usb_noisy(i,:) = awgn(x_usb,SNR_dB(i),'measured'); 

    fm_noisy(i,:) = awgn(x_fm,SNR_dB(i),'measured'); 

    % This creates Matrices with each row being the Noisy Data 

for the 

    % given SNRs. 

end 

  

%V.B: Plotting an Example (USB at SNR 5 dB) 

USB_NOISY = fftshift(fft(usb_noisy(4,:))); 

figure(6); 

subplot(2,1,1) 

    plot(f,abs(USB_NOISY)); 

    xlabel('f'); ylabel('$X_{USB}(f)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('Noisy USB (SNR = 5 dB): Magnitude Spectrum'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

subplot(2,1,2) 

    plot(t,usb_noisy(4,:)); 

    xlabel('t'); ylabel('$x_{USB}(t)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('Noisy USB (SNR = 5 dB): Time Domain'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR;  

  

%%  Step VI: Demodulate 

% VI.A: Developing the Low Pass Filter to be used after 

coherent detection 

f_cutoff = 25*10^3; %F_cutoff is less than 2*f_c, where the 

other cosines are located. 

lpf = sinc(f_cutoff*(t-1)); 

LPF = fftshift(fft(lpf)); 

carrier = cos(2*pi*fc*t); 

  

% VI.B: Multiplying by the carrier and passing through LPF for 

all SNR to demodulate 

for i = 1:length(SNR_dB) 

   DSB_SC_DEMOD(i,:) = 

fftshift(fft(dsb_sc_noisy(i,:).*carrier)).*LPF;  

   DSB_LC_DEMOD(i,:) = 

fftshift(fft(dsb_lc_noisy(i,:).*carrier)).*LPF;  

   USB_DEMOD(i,:) = 

fftshift(fft(usb_noisy(i,:).*carrier)).*LPF;  

   FM_DEMOD(i,:) = 

fftshift(fft(fmdemod(fm_noisy(i,:),fc,fs,Kf*max(x)/(2*pi)))); 

   %These are Matrices with Demodulated Data of all SNRs 
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   %in the SNR_dB Vector 

     

   dsb_sc_demod(i,:) = ifft(ifftshift(DSB_SC_DEMOD(i,:))); 

   dsb_lc_demod(i,:) = ifft(ifftshift(DSB_LC_DEMOD(i,:))); 

   usb_demod(i,:) = ifft(ifftshift(USB_DEMOD(i,:))); 

   fm_demod(i,:) = ifft(ifftshift(FM_DEMOD(i,:))); 

end 

  

% VI.C: Plotting an Example (DSB SC at SNR = 0 dB) 

  

figure(7); 

subplot(2,1,1) 

    plot(f,abs(DSB_SC_DEMOD(5,:))); 

    xlabel('f'); ylabel('$X_{DSB-SC-

DEMOD}(f)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('Demodulated DSB-SC (SNR = 0 dB): Magnitude 

Spectrum'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

subplot(2,1,2) 

    plot(t,dsb_sc_demod(5,:)); 

    xlabel('t'); ylabel('$x_{DSB-SC-

DEMOD}(t)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('Demodulated DSB-SC (SNR = 0 dB): Time Domain'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR;  

  

 %VI.D Playing Some Cases 

 soundsc(dsb_sc_demod(2,:),fs); %Plays DSB_SC with SNR = 20 dB 

 %pause(5); 

 soundsc(dsb_lc_demod(3,:),fs); %Plays DSB_LC with SNR = 10 dB 

 %pause(5); 

 soundsc(usb_demod(1,:),fs);    %Plays USB with SNR = 30 dB 

 %pause(5); 

 soundsc(fm_demod(2,:),fs);     %Plays FM with SNR = 0 dB 

  

%%  Step VII: Demodulation with Error 

  

%VII.A: Demodulating and Plotting 

P_error = pi/180*[0 30 60 90]; %Phase Error Vector 

F_error = [300 500 1000 2500]; %Frequency Error Vector 

  

for i = 1:4 

   carrier_p = cos(2*pi*fc*t + P_error(i)); 

   carrier_f = cos(2*pi*(fc + F_error(i))); 

     

   X_FINAL_P = fftshift(fft(x_dsb_sc.*carrier_p)).*LPF; 

   X_FINAL_F = fftshift(fft(x_dsb_sc.*carrier_f)).*LPF; 

   x_demod_p(i,:) = ifft(ifftshift(X_FINAL_P)); 

   x_demod_f(i,:) = ifft(ifftshift(X_FINAL_F)); 

     

   figure(8) 
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   subplot(2,2,i) 

   plot(f,abs(X_FINAL_P)); 

   title(['DSB-SC Spectrum: Phase Shift =' 

num2str(180/pi*P_error(i))]); 

   xlabel('f');ylabel('$X_{DSB-SC}(f)$', 'Interpreter', 

'latex'); 

   grid on; grid MINOR; 

    

   figure(9) 

   subplot(2,2,i) 

   plot(f,abs(X_FINAL_F)); 

   title(['DSB-SC Spectrum: Frequency Deviation = ' 

num2str(F_error(i)) ' Hz']); 

   xlabel('f');ylabel('$X_{DSB-SC}(f)$', 'Interpreter', 

'latex'); 

   grid on; grid MINOR; 

end 

  

%VII.B: Sound Playback for Different Cases 

soundsc(x_demod_p(4,:),fs); 

%pause(5); 

soundsc(x_demod_f(2,:),fs); 

%pause(5); 

soundsc(x_demod_p(1,:),fs); 

%pause(5); 

soundsc(x,demod_f(3,:),fs); 

  

%%  END OF PROGRAM 

PART II: SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER 

%%  CODE for PART II of Project: To implement a DSB-SC 

Demodulator using the Superheterodyne Receiver Architecture. 

%%  Receiver receives an FDM Signal with 8 Channels, and is 

tuned to extract Channel Number 2 from the received signal. 

  

%%  The code is divided into the following steps: 

%   Step I:   Load File and Extract Information 

%   Step II:  Plot Received Signal Spectrum to Determine fc 

for Channel 2 

%   Step III: Implement the RF Stage to kill image frequency 

%   Step IV:  Downconvert from fc to f_if (50 kHz) 

%   Step V:   Downsample the the output of previous step 

%   Step VI:  Implement the IF Stage to kill neighboring 

frequencies 

%   Step VII: Demodulate to recover the extracted message 

  

%%  Step I: Load File and Extract Information 

load radio.mat                %Loads the radio.mat file 

fs = system_sampling_freq;    %Sampling frequency obtained 

from .mat file 
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x = x_tx;                     %FDM Message 

ts = 1/fs;                    %Sampling Interval 

  

%%  Step II: Plot Received Signal Spectrum to Determine fc 

t = 0:ts:(length(x)-1)*ts; %Time axis as multiples of sampling 

interval 

Lt = length(t);                     %Length of Time Axis 

Lf = 2^ceil(log2(Lt));              %Length of Frequency Axis 

f = linspace(-fs/2,fs/2,length(x)); %Frequency Axis 

X = fftshift(fft(x));               %Computes FFT of x 

  

figure(1); 

plot(f,abs(X));               %Plots the Received Signal 

xlabel('f'); ylabel('|X(f)|');%Labelling the Axes 

title('Spectrum of Received Signal: Magnitude Response'); grid 

on; 

  

f_center = 10^5*[1.5 2.3 3.1 3.9 4.7 5.5 6.3 7.1]; %Vector of 

center frequencies as seen from above plot 

fc = f_center(3);  %Group Number 2 = Channel number 2 = Index 

Number 3 

  

%%  Step III: Implement RF Stage 

  

%III.A: Creating Desired Filter 

bw_rf = 60000; %Bandwidth of RF Filter based on observing 

received spectrum 

rf_filter = 1/(2*pi)*sinc(bw_rf*(t-0.01)).*cos(2*pi*fc*t); 

            % Time Domain Implementation of Filter, shifted in 

time for  

            % causality and in frequency to desired center 

frequency. 

             

RF_FILTER = fftshift(fft(rf_filter)); % RF Filter in Frequency 

Domain 

  

%III.B: Plotting the Filter's Spectrum 

figure(2); 

plot(f,abs(RF_FILTER)); 

xlabel('f'); ylabel('|RF FILTER(f)|'); 

title('Spectrum of RF Filter: Magnitude Response'); 

axis tight; grid on;  

  

%III.C: Passing the received signal through filter 

Y = X.*RF_FILTER; %Multiply in Frequency to get Output 

Spectrum 

y = ifft(ifftshift(Y));  % Time Domain Signal  

  

%III.D: Plotting the Output Signal in Frequency and Time 

figure(3); 

subplot(2,1,1); 
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    plot(f,abs(Y)); %Frequency Domain Plot 

    xlabel('f'); ylabel('|Y(f)|'); 

    title('Spectrum After RF Stage: Magnitude Response'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

     

subplot(2,1,2); 

    plot(t,y); %Time Domain Plot 

    xlabel('t'); ylabel('y(t)'); 

    title('Signal After RF Stage'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

     

%%  Step IV: Downconvert from fc to f_if 

  

f_if = 50000;       %Standardized Intermediate Frequency  

f_lo = fc + f_if;   %Local Oscillator Frequency  

  

%IV.A Multiply the Signal with cosine of frequency f_if:  

z = y.*cos(2*pi*f_lo*t);    %Mixing Action 

Z = fftshift(fft(z));       %Spectrum of Mixed Signal 

  

%IV.B Plotting the Spectrum and Signal 

figure(4); 

subplot(2,1,1); 

    plot(f,abs(Z)); %Frequency Domain Plot 

    xlabel('f'); ylabel('|Z(f)|'); 

    title('Spectrum After Downconversion: Magnitude 

Response'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

     

subplot(2,1,2); 

    plot(t,z); %Time Domain Plot 

    xlabel('t'); ylabel('z(t)'); 

    title('Signal After Downconversion'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

     

%% Step V: Downsampling  

  

%V.A Downsample the Signal 

[b,a] = butter(10,100e3/(fs/2)); 

z1 = downsample(filter(b,a,z),3); 

fs1 = fs/3;  

ts1 = 1/fs1; 

  

%V.B Determine New t and f axis values 

Z1 = fftshift(fft(z1)); 

t1 = 0:ts1:(length(z1)-1)*ts1; 

f1 = linspace(-fs1/2,fs1/2,length(Z1)); 

  

% Downsampling is done to save memory and computational power.  

  

%% Step VI: Implement IF Stage 
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%VI.A: Creating Desired Filter 

bw_if = 40000; %Bandwidth of RF Filter based on observing 

received spectrum 

if_filter = 1/(2*pi)*sinc(bw_if*(t1-0.01)).*cos(2*pi*f_if*t1); 

            % Time Domain Implementation of Filter, shifted in 

time for  

            % causality and in frequency to desired center 

frequency. 

             

IF_FILTER = fftshift(fft(if_filter)); % RF Filter in Frequency 

Domain 

  

%VI.B: Plotting the Filter's Spectrum 

figure(5); 

plot(f1,abs(IF_FILTER)); 

xlabel('f'); ylabel('|IF FILTER(f)|'); 

title('Spectrum of IF Filter: Magnitude Response'); 

axis tight; grid on;  

  

%VI.C: Pass Signal Through IF Filter 

S = Z1.*IF_FILTER;        %Spectrum of Signal After IF Filter 

s = ifft(ifftshift(S));   %Time Domain Signal After IF Filter 

  

%VI.D: Plot 

figure(6); 

subplot(2,1,1); 

    plot(f1,abs(S)); 

    xlabel('f'); ylabel('|S(f)|'); 

    title('Output of IF Filter: Magnitude Spectrum'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

subplot(2,1,2); 

    plot(t1,s); 

    xlabel('t'); ylabel('s(t)'); 

    title('Output of IF Filter: Time Domain'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

   

%%  Step VII: Recover Message through Demodulating 

  

%VII.A: Multiply by Carrier (Synchronous Detection) 

z2 = s.*cos(2*pi*f_if*t1); %Time Domain of Output Signal 

Z2 = fftshift(fft(z2));    %Spectrum of Output Signal 

  

f_cutoff = 3*10^4;         %Cut-Off Frequency Choice for LPF 

lpf = 1/(2*pi)*sinc(f_cutoff*(t1-0.01)); 

LPF = fftshift(fft(lpf));  

Z_FINAL = Z2.*LPF;         %Passing Signal Through LPF 

z_final = ifft(ifftshift(Z_FINAL)); %Final Message 

  

%VII.B: Plot Spectrum and Signal 

figure(7); 
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subplot(2,1,1); 

    plot(f1,abs(Z_FINAL)); 

    xlabel('f'); 

ylabel('$|Z_{FINAL}(f)|$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('Final Message: Magnitude Spectrum'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

subplot(2,1,2); 

    plot(t1,z_final); 

    xlabel('t'); 

ylabel('$z_{final}(t)$','Interpreter','latex'); 

    title('Final Message: Time Domain'); 

    grid on; grid MINOR; 

  

soundsc(z_final,fs1); 

%%  END OF PROGRAM 
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Results and Discussion 
This section is divided as follows: 

Part I of the section deals with the figures that are plotted from the execution of Part I of the 

code. The figures are exactly in the order as they come up in the code, and are referenced in 

the same way. Consequently, Part II of the section deals with the figures from Part II of the 

code. They too are arranged in the same order as they appear in the code. Furthermore, each 

figure is followed by a short commentary that highlights key observations and inferences, in 

addition to the in text questions posed in the project description. 

Part I: Modulation and Demodulation Schemes 

 

Comments: The above figure is a time domain and frequency domain representation of the 

given signal, music.mat. It is evident from the frequency spectrum that even though most of 

the contents of the signal are concentrated at lower frequencies, there are components that go 

as high as 25 kHz. This is expected as the file is after all music, and the human ear’s audible 

range goes up to 20 kHz. Therefore, we expect instruments and shrill components to occupy 

the higher frequency components. The time domain representation does not give us any 

valuable insight into the picture. 

Figure 1: Baseband Signal in Time and Frequency Domain 
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Comments: The above figure represents the DSB-SC signal that is obtained by multiplying 

the signal in Figure 1 with a cosine function. This represents modulation, and the result is 

evident from the frequency shift that is immediately observable. It is worth noting that the 

center frequency of the signal has now become the frequency of the carrier. This is the objective 

of modulation. 

Figure 2: DSB-SC Signal in Time and Frequency Domain 

Figure 3: DSB-LC Signal in Time and Frequency Domain 
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 Comment: The most important observation here is the presence of the delta function at the 

carrier frequency, that was absent previously. This is the carrier itself which is represented as 

a delta in the Fourier domain, given that it is a cosine signal in the time domain. The magnitude 

of this delta is theoretically infinite and yields in the rest of the signal being relativistically 

small enough so as not to be seen. However, the signal does exist. This is verified by zooming 

into the plot.  

Comment: Clearly, only half the band is present as compared to the previous case. This is the 

Upper Sideband Modulation, in which we have eliminated the Lower Side Band using the 

properties of the Hilbert Transform. This signal has half as much power as its predecessors 

which confers it the advantage of bandwidth efficiency for the same power. 

Figure 4: USB Modulation in Time and Frequency Domain 

Figure 5: FM Modulation in Time and Frequency Domain 
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Comment: Clearly, the fluctuation in frequency is extremely fast, implying that the resolution 

of the human eye is not sharp enough to detect this change. The difference in frequency can be 

observed by the difference in rate of zero crossings after sufficiently zooming into the signal. 

Comment: The above signal is the USB signal seen previously with Additive White Gaussian 

Noise (awgn) added to it. This results in distortions to the signal which can be seen in the 

frequency domain of the signal. The SNR here is 5 dB although the code allows us to choose 

arbitrary values. 

Figure 6: Noisy USB Signal (SNR = 5 dB) 

Figure 7: Demodulation: DSB-SC at SNR = 0 dB 
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Comments: Although the above plot is for DSB-SC at SNR = 0 dB, it is just an example. The 

code allows us to plot and study the spectra and listen to the message for all the other 

modulation schemes that are implemented, and allows us to choose the value of SNR. The 

given values of SNR were chosen and the audio signals were played back for these different 

values. 

The following observations were made: 

1. The best quality of playback was the case with infinite SNR. 

2. Decrease in SNR resulted in deterioration of the quality of the audio playback. 

3. The performance of all the AM modulations exhibited similar behavior as the SNR 

was decreased. They become quite unintelligible at low SNR such as the 0 dB case 

that is implemented. 

4. FM had a better performance in the presence of noise. Although smaller SNRs did 

affect the overall quality of the signal, the effect was not much compared to the other 

counterparts that have been mentioned, and the music is still intelligible. 

Comments: The different phases were implemented and plotted as shown in the above 

figure. The audio signals were played in each case and the following observations were 

made: 

1. The mismatch is negligible for the case when Phase Shift is 30 degrees. Even the 

spectrum looks exactly the same as far as visibility is concerned. 

Figure 8: Phase Errors 
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2. There is no marked difference in performance for the first three cases. This is justified 

as the phase difference simply translates to a scale factor which does not affect 

performance. 

3. In the case when the shift is 90 degrees, the signal is completely unintelligible. It is 

impossible to figure anything out from the playback audio, which is expected as the 

cosine of 90 degrees is simply the zero function. Therefore, this can never be tolerated 

in a communication system. 

Comments: Similar to the Phase error, a frequency mismatch can cause problems in a system 

as well. These are crucial in coherent detection which entirely relies on the frequency and 

phase of the modulated carrier being used to be equal. The following observations are made: 

1. The mismatch in frequency results in a shift from baseband. This is not clearly visible 

given the larger scale of the figure, but is evident once we zoom in. The shift is 

expected due to multiplication by the cosine term which survives due to the difference 

in frequency. 

2. This results in low pitch components becoming shriller. The increase in pitch is 

observed during playback. 

3. The higher frequency components themselves do not show out much due to their low 

amplitudes, although they suffer the exact same deviation.  

Figure 9: Frequency Error 
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Part II: The Superheterodyne Receiver Architecture 

 

Figure 10: FDM 

Comments: The above figure is the spectrum of the radio.mat file that is provided on iLearn. 

It is a composite message that contains 8 channels and this is evident from the spectrum. 

Obviously, one of this information can be achieved from the time domain. The figure is an 

illustration of the advantage of modulation, permissibility of multiple signals to coexist 

simultaneously. Different messages have different pre-allotted bands, and the demodulator 

must tune to the desired frequency to select the station of interest.  

This is exactly how modern analog radios work. The spectrum also gives us the bands of 

interest. In the remainder of this part of the project, we use the superheterodyne architecture to 

extract Channel 3 from the given spectrum. 
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Comments: The above figure is the RF Filter that is used in the RF stage of the 

superheterodyne receiver architecture. Its main function is to ensure that the image frequency 

which is located at 𝑓𝑐 + 2𝐹𝐼𝐹 does not leak in. However, it may permit neighboring bands to 

leak into the spectrum. This is justified as the selectivity and sharpness of the filter is reduced 

at higher frequencies, and carrier frequencies are extremely high. The next stage deals with 

stepping down this high frequency to enable high selectivity for near-band rejection. 

Figure 11: The RF Filter 

Figure 12: Signal after the RF Stage 
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Comment: As expected, the application of the filter which is shown in Figure 11 resulted in 

removing the image frequency, and in this case, all other components that are not required. 

Therefore, only the channel of interest is present in the spectrum, although neighboring bands 

may have been there as well in practical scenarios. 

Comment: Down-conversion is the process of converting the center frequency of the spectrum 

from passband to another passband value with the center frequency reduced. In this case, the 

center frequency reduces to the intermediate frequency as expected and is clearly seen from 

the figure. 

 

Figure 14: Magnitude Spectrum of the IF FIlter 

Figure 13: Signal After Down-conversion 
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Comment: The IF Filter is supposed to be a selective filter that rejects the neighboring 

frequencies. It is practical to achieve as its center frequency is the IF frequency that is not as 

high as in the RF stage. Thus, application of the filter is expected to give a clean output. Let us 

see what happens: 

 Comment: It is clear that although the undesired components are eliminated, the signal is still 

not baseband. Therefore, the next step is to achieve this. 

Statement explaining information content: The final message is found as above and is 

implemented. It is played using the soundsc command in MATLAB. The message seems to be 

Figure 15: Output of IF Filter 

Figure 16: Final Message 
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a musical symphony, with trumpets being distinctively played. Other musical instruments are 

also heard. There is no voice component in the message. 

Summary 

In Part I, different modulation schemes were explored from the perspective of ease of 

implementation and performance in the presence of noise. It is seen that although AM systems 

are much more easier to implement and analyze, the tradeoff is that their noise performance is 

relatively poor compared to angle modulation. AM modulation also required much less 

bandwidth, as seen from the spectra of the figures. However, the intelligibility ot signal 

deteriorates at low SNRs. 

Consequently, the FM Modulation scheme provides higher fidelity and better performance in 

the presence of noise, but consumes more bandwidth. The tradeoff always exists and the 

decision of choosing one relies solely on the application, requirements and constraints of the 

problem. 

Part II investigated the superheterodyne receiver architecture. The frequency division 

multiplexed signal is analyzed as per the requirement and the final message is extracted, played 

and comprehended. 
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Conclusion 
  

The course project’s main objective was to study the advantages and disadvantages of 

different modulation schemes, namely amplitude modulation and angle modulation in analog 

communication systems. This is coupled with the implementation of the architecture of the 

superheterodyne receiver to extract the required message from an FDM signal. The MATLAB 

codes that were written to achieve these objectives are presented in the report, and the figures 

that were plotted are provided with comments, discussion and analysis for each figure. The 

results are summarized at the end of the discussion section, and it is evident that there is tradeoff 

between noise performance and bandwidth when it comes to the aforementioned two types of 

modulation. The ultimate choice is entirely reliant on the application, and the demands of the 

situation. Lastly, the superheterodyne architecture illustrated how frequency division 

multiplexing is dealt with in practical systems, and allowed the extraction of the desired signal 

from a given multiplexed waveform based on the frequency content of the received signal. This 

emphasizes the importance of frequency domain analysis, and the objectives of the project are 

achieved. 
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